
Tates RC World Trophy 

Victorian Precision Aerobatics – April 2018 

This weekend was one of those moments that come rarely.  This year the Tates RC World Trophy was run at the Twin 

Cities Model Aircraft Club in Albury and the conditions could not have been any better.  With an average 

temperature of about 27 degrees and close to no wind at all, the sunscreen was out in force and the tents and 

umbrellas were calmly sitting under the sun. 

 

A total of 21 pilots made their way to the very hospitable Albury and spent a wonderful weekend amongst friends.  

As usual, we were all made to feel very welcome and well looked after – including the ladies who joined us. 

With the new schedules well practiced by most, the scores are starting to rise accordingly.  It was very satisfying to 

see all F3A pilots achieve a retainer!  Likewise, a few promo points were also floating around. 

Highlights from the weekend include Geoff Healey achieving a PB in F3A wowing the crowd.  All that practice is 

starting to reflect on the scores significantly.  Well done!  Chris Henry also put in some stunning flights and some 

very tidy manoeuvres. Dennis actually scored a couple of tens (yes, you heard it:  10’s!!!) on a couple of manoeuvres.  

And Don Klein started down adversity to get with 0.5 points of a promotion from Sportsman in his first competition.  

Was also great to have Scott Kay up for Tassy and Phil Spence down from Canberra. 

 

 

  



On the flip side, a few of us were also wowing the crowd but more due to either creativity or daredevilness!    

➢ Mario arrived on Friday at dusk and wanted a practice flight.  He very soon found out that the light level was 

a lot lower than he had thought.  After his take-off he realised he could not see the model at all but still 

somehow managed to miraculously land and spare the MythoS! 

➢ David G had similar issues on Friday with a model that was fine on Thursday in Melbourne, butsuddenly 

decided to climb rather steeply on Friday.  Seems that leaning the right elevator on the back of the 

passenger seat for the 350km drive does bad things to the splines on a nylon servo horn on a metal gear 

servo . . .  

➢ Henry was having a few issues with the figure ET insisting on rolling way too close to the ground and then 

spending a few milliseconds deciding whether to push or pull.  He got it right but not before pooping his 

pants!  

➢ Geoff Healey’s figure 9 had a few of us on standby.  He lost the model at the top and then made a series of 

corrections that meant the model flew back into legal air space perpendicular to the flight line.  Some good 

rudder work to get back on track for the humpty bump. 

➢ I (Fernando) had a struggle with the knife edge.  Either not 

enough air speed slow or unsynchronised corrections meant 

that the entry and the exit (as well as the knife edge bit) 

looked more like a Chinese dragon flying across the sky.  Very 

embarrassing!  Might be some link between being just too 

relaxed from the day time nap he enjoyed.  Thanks Henry for 

taking this memorable photo and posting it on Facebook for 

the world! 

 

 

➢ Don flew in his first competition and all in all did very well.  The skill is 

definitely there.  A rude awakening for Don was the fact that the 

competition is not only about knowing how to fly a manoeuvre but 

also about controlling the nerves!  Listening to the caller also helps a 

lot and goes a long way towards avoiding zeroes.  So “loop, 

immelman turn, outside loop” does not mean “loop, half Cuban eight, 

stall turn!”.  To be fair to Don, his Beryll connected with mother earth 

on Thursday before the comp. and he almost pulled out.  With a bit of 

convincing by his P&DARCs colleagues he was persuaded to head 

north with his recently acquired Pegasus – that he had not flown.  But 

it was ex Geoff Healey and came with transmitter settings from Geoff.  

‘Maiden’ on Friday went well! 

 

And on a lighter note, the accommodation complaints moved on from room mates’ snoring habits to the dog 

convention that was in town.  At the Classic there were literally more dogs in the room (and cars) than people.  And 

the cacophony at around 6am when they started hearing people moving around had to be heard to be believed.  If 

you want some entertainment than ask Ted Knowles about his interaction with the lady who left two yappy dogs in 

her car overnight outside his room! 

In terms of results, Dennis took out F3A followed very closely by Russell; John Brann took out Expert with Chris 

Henry right on his heels;  Local wonder Warren Leach took out Advanced kicking everybody’s rear end; and Mario 

was the outright winner in Sportsman. 

Well done to all those pilots that came along.  Thankyou to Henry for his organisation and Artur for ongoing help 

with the scoring system.  For those that didn’t plan properly and missed out, let’s hope you’ve made your hotel 



bookings and entered the Victorian State Championship that is scheduled for May 19 and 20 in Bendigo.  And good 

luck to Henry, Scott and Russell who are heading further north to the Nationals next weekend. 

Safe Flying and we hope to see you soon at one of our regularly scheduled competitions! 

VPA Comms Team. 
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